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Hydrodynamic Focusing on a Silicon Chip: Mixing Nanoliters in Microseconds
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We describe the formation and control of nanoscale, submerged fluid jets. The focusing proc
necessary to achieve these small length scales is characterized experimentally and theoretically.
mixing is one important application of nanoscale fluid control: We demonstrate this with a continuou
flow mixer capable of mix times of less than10 ms and sample consumption rates of nanoliters per
second. This new technique facilitates the study of fast reaction kinetics on time scales unattaina
with conventional mixing technology. [S0031-9007(98)05809-8]

PACS numbers: 47.60.+ i, 07.10.Cm, 47.27.Wg, 87.80.+s
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Mixing is driven by diffusion, and is therefore slow
over macroscopic length scales. It is frustrating, f
example, to wait passively for cream to mix even
into a cup of coffee. More seriously, many liquid
phase chemical and biological processes exhibit dynam
that cannot be resolved in reaction kinetics experime
because they are faster than the mix times of conventio
mixers [1]. Protein folding is one important example i
which the current emphasis is on time scales shorter th
the millisecond mixing times attainable with traditiona
stopped-flow methods [2].

Diffusion can be enhanced by turbulence to acceler
mixing, as when coffee and cream are stirred with
spoon. Similarly, the fastest mixers used for reacti
kinetics introduce turbulence by forcing reactant strea
at high velocity through a nozzle. This technique ca
yield mix times below100 ms, but it is inherently difficult
to control and consumes large volumes of sample [2–
The transit time of the mixed fluid through the nozz
further imposes a dead time during which the reaction
obstructed from view.

A faster alternative to turbulent mixing is to reduc
the length scale over which the fluids must diffusive
mix: in the parlance of the coffee metaphor, to use a ve
small cup [6]. We describe in this Letter a microfluidic
continuous-flow mixer capable of diffusive mixing time
of less than10 ms. This is achieved without inducing
turbulence and in an open architecture that reduces d
time by permitting observation of the entire mixin
process. Figure 1 is an epifluorescence image of
microfabricated device: four rectangular channels,10 mm
deep and wide, intersect at the center. Fluorescent
labels the flow from the inlet channel and appears brig
while nonfluorescent buffer flows from the side channe
The side flow squeezes, or “hydrodynamically focuse
the inlet flow into a thin stream that exits the intersectio
sheathed in buffer fluid. The focusing width can b
controlled by varying the relative pressures driving th
side and inlet flows, and widths as small as 50 nm ha
been measured. At such small length scales, molecu
from the side flow rapidly diffuse across the inlet stream
resulting in fast mixing.
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After mixing, the time evolution of any subsequen
reaction is separated spatially in the steady-state flo
Time resolution is determined by the flow speed, and
small size of the channels maintains laminar flow even
velocities yielding resolution better than a microsecond p
micron. A further consequence of the focusing is the sm
sample volume consumed by the mixer. The volume flo
rates of the focused reactant stream are typically on
scale of nanoliters per second, over 3 orders of magnit
slower than the rates in comparable turbulent mixers [
While this renders the technique undesirable for mixi
coffee, it is ideal for use with expensive biochemic
samples.

The mixers were micromachined on silicon wafers usi
standard photolithographic techniques and a Cl2 reactive
ion etching process [6,7]. Four channels, rectangular
cross section and etched to a depth of10 mm, intersect at
the center of the mixing chip. Each channel tapers down
width as the channel intersection is approached. The s
and outlet channels abutting the intersection are10 mm
wide, while the inlet channel terminates in a2 mm nozzle.

The chips were sealed on the top with a cover slip coa
in a thin layer of cured silicone rubber [7]. The cove
slip could be removed after use and the chip cleaned
resealed. Four holes, located at the beginning of e
channel, were drilled through the chip prior to sealin
[8]. These openings allowed fluid flow into the channe
from cylindrical sample reservoirs sealed by o-rings to t
back of the chip. Pressure was controlled by regulat
a supply of dry nitrogen gas at the head of each tubu
reservoir. The pressures reported in this paper corresp
to measurements of this pressure head [9].

Fluid flow in the chips was imaged using standard e
fluorescence and confocal scanning microscopy [10].
both cases, the inlet flow was labeled with the fluoresc
dye 5-carboxyfluorescein (hereafter referred to as fluor
cein). ThepH sensitive quantum yield of fluorescein wa
held constant by buffering atpH  8.5 with tris-HCl [11].
Average fluid velocity was calculated from the volume ra
of flow expelled from the mixer, and was on the order
meters per second at the pressures applied in the exp
ments described below [12,13].
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3863
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The focusing region over which the width of the inle
flow rapidly varies extends about one channel wid
from the inlet opening (see Fig. 1). Once focused, t
stream remains of constant width unless broadened
diffusion into the side flow or by an increase in chann
width. Flow velocities are held below the threshold fo
turbulence, and the focused, submerged stream is
subject to the instabilities that can disrupt a macrosco
fluid jet [14].

The width of the focused stream does not depend
the magnitude of the applied pressures, but rather on
ratio a of the side pressuresPsd to the inlet pressure
sPid: a  PsyPi . Focusing is observed over a rang
of a. Below a lower limit amin, fluid from the inlet
channel flows out the side channels. Above an upper lim
amax, the focused stream is pinched off and fluid from
the side channels flows out the inlet channel. Bothamin

and amax are independent of the overall pressure sca
but are dependent upon the details of channel geome
In the chip shown in Fig. 1, the measured values a
amin  0.48 6 0.01 andamax  1.28 6 0.01.

The three-dimensional structure of hydrodynamic f
cusing is shown in Fig. 2. Confocal scanning microsco
was used to image flow at several values ofa. The fluo-
rescein labeling the inlet flow is bright in the image, whil
the surrounding fluid and the channel walls are not. T
view is oriented such that the fluorescein is moving diag
nally from left to right towards the reader. Asa is in-
creased, the focused stream narrows. Ata  0.5, some
diffusive broadening of the flow is apparent near the t
and bottom of the channel, where velocities are lowe

FIG. 1. Hydrodynamic focusing withPi  5 psi and a 
1.1. The edges of the channels are outlined with a dashed
for reference. The variableswc and wf describe the width of
the channels10 mmd and the width of the focused inlet stream
3864
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In the faster flows at highera, this is not a factor, and
the cross section of the focused stream appears rectan
lar. The width of the focused stream is therefore a we
defined quantity.

Many aspects of hydrodynamic focusing are describ
by a simple circuit model. The fluid flow can be
mapped to a network of resistors, provided two conditio
hold: The flow must be laminar, and the width of th
intersection negligible compared to the length of th
channels [15]. Both of these conditions are satisfied
the mixer described here, and the corresponding circ
is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The pressure and t
volume flow rate map to the electric potential and curren
The relationship between fluid flux and pressure is
hydrodynamic analog to Ohm’s law from which the
appropriate resistance can be calculated from chan
geometry. The inlet branch of the circuit is driven b
voltage Vi and the sides byaVi . The outlet branch
terminates at ground. The resistances of the side, in
and outlet arms of the circuit areR, gR, and sR,
respectively, with the parametersg and s reflecting
differences in channel geometry.

The pattern of current flow shown in the diagram
corresponds to focusing and occurs in the rangeamin ,

a , amax. The limiting values are a function of the
resistance in each circuit arm:amax  s1 1 2sdy2s

and amin  syss 1 gd. The parameterss  1.73 and
g  1.78 were calculated for the mixing chip using
the analytical expression for the volume flow rate in
rectangular channel [13]. The resulting values ofamin 
0.49 andamax  1.29 are in excellent agreement with the
experimental values ofamin  0.48 6 0.01 and amax 
1.28 6 0.01.

Measurements of the width of the focused inlet strea
on the micron scale or larger can be obtained direc
from microscope images, such as Fig. 1, but the acc
rate determination of smaller focusing widths requires

FIG. 2. Confocal scanning microscopy images of hydrod
namic focusing withPi  5 psi and (a) a  0.5, (b) 1.0,
(c) 1.1, and (d) 1.2. Fluorescein was used to label the in
flow and appears bright. Each three-dimensional rendering
formed from approximately 30 separate two-dimensional im
ages acquired at regular intervals in depth.
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FIG. 3. The width of the focused inlet stream plotted o
a logarithmic scale againsta. The inlet pressure was held
constant atPi  10 psi. Data from two separate experiment
(3 and s) are shown and agree within experimental erro
The solid line is a one parameter, least-squares fit to Eq.
with B  1.6. The inset is a diagram of the resistive circu
corresponding to fluid flow in the mixer.

nonimaging approach. Therefore, a fluorescence te
nique was used to accurately measure the tightest foc
ing. The intensity of fluorescent light emitted per un
length from an inlet stream focused to an unknown wid
was compared with that from a channel of known d
mensions filled with the same solution. With consta
fluorophore density and a rectangular focusing cross s
tion (Fig. 2), the ratio of the intensities is proportiona
to the ratio of the widths. Figure 3 is a plot of focuse
width againsta obtained with this technique. The small
est measured focusing widths are less than 50 nm. T
reproducible formation of smaller jets was limited by th
finite precision with which the pressure (and thereforea)
could be controlled.

The solid line in Fig. 3 is a least-squares fit to
functional form calculated from the circuit mapping. Th
ratio of the inlet current to the outlet current in the circu
is proportional to the ratio of the inlet fluid flux to the
outlet flux in the mixer. Together with the assumptio
of a rectangular focusing cross section, this yields
expression for the focusing width [16]:

wf

wc
 B

s1 1 2s 2 2sad
s1 1 2sgad

, (1)

where B is a constant of order 1 dependent on chann
geometry, andwc is the width of the outlet channel.
Only B was allowed to vary in the fit of Fig. 3;s and
g were fixed by the experimentally measured values
amin andamax.

The focusing ratiowfywc at a given value ofa is the
key performance indicator for diffusive mixing, and th
circuit model of the fluid flow outlines a straightforward
means of improving it. Equation (1) indicates that tighte
n

s
r.
(2)
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focusing can be achieved by increasingg, the ratio of
the inlet resistance to the side resistance. It can a
be shown that increasingg reduces the sensitivity of
the width to changes ina nearamax, thereby improving
the precision with which the focusing width can b
experimentally controlled. Applying these insights, w
constructed a second mixer with a higher value
g that performed as predicted and exhibited tight
focusing [15,17].

Fast mixing was observed directly with a diffusion
controlled fluorescence quenching reaction [3]. An inl
flow of fluorescein was focused by a side flow containin
iodidesI2d ions [18]. Iodide ions “quench” light emission
by providing a nonfluorescent pathway through whic
excited fluorescein molecules can relax to their grou
state. The rate-limiting step of this reaction is th
diffusion of iodide ions to the fluorescein molecules
ideally suiting iodide quenching to measurements
mixing. The fluorescence quantum yield of a fluoresce
and I2 mixture depends strongly upon the concentratio
of I2, and the time evolution of theI2 diffusion into the
fluorescein was detectable as a change in the fluoresce
intensity [19].

Figure 4 shows an example of mixing data obtaine
with this technique. The details of this measureme
are reported elsewhere [15]. The mixing fraction wa
calculated from fluorescence emission and is defin
to vary between 0 and 1 as the reactants mix, w
1 representing complete mixing. In Fig. 4, the mixin
proceeds rapidly and is essentially complete after20 ms.
We quantified this mixing time by fitting the data to
a functional form derived from the diffusion equation

FIG. 4. The mixing fraction as a function of time forPi 
40 psi and a  1.25. Reaction timet was calculated by
dividing the distance along the focused stream from the po
of initial focus by the flow velocity. The solid line is a best fi
to a functional form calculated for diffusion into a rectangula
cross section. The inset shows the mix times determin
from similar fits to mixing data obtained for several value
of Pi anda.
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The time dependence is approximately exponential, w
a time constanttmix dependent upon jet width and the
diffusion of iodide sDd: tmix  sw2

fyp2Dd [15]. The
inset of Fig. 4 showstmix determined from these fits
for several values of the inlet pressure and the focusi
parametera. Mix times below10 ms are easily attained
and reproducible, and the trend of the mix times
consistent withtmix going to zero asamax is approached.

Mix times for a . 1.26 could not be resolved due
to optical limitations, yielding an effective dead time in
this experiment of approximately5 ms. This is to be
compared to a typical dead time of80 ms or more in
turbulent mixers [3]. Furthermore, some mixing can als
occur along the edges of the inlet flow in the transitio
region before focusing is complete. The fit to the da
in Fig. 4, extrapolated tot  0, indicates that about 5%
of the mixing occurred prior to the position along the
focused stream that was defined as the origin in tim
yielding an additional effective dead time on the order o
a microsecond. Similar measurements over several val
of the inlet pressure demonstrate that this “premixing
increases witha, but diminishes as the overall speed o
the flow is increased [15].

In addition to lowering the mix time, hydrody-
namic focusing also dramatically reduces the volume
sample necessary for continuous flow reaction kinetics e
periments. In the experiments which generated Fig. 4, t
estimated flow rate from the inlet channel was approx
mately 5 n, per second. This is to be compared wit
flow rates of approximately10 m, per second in turbulent
mixers [4]. A cumulative 5 s of data acquisition wa
needed to acquire the necessary images, consuming25 n,
of solution from the inlet channel and1 m, from the side
channels. This frugality makes continuous-flow reactio
kinetics experiments a practical alternative for even th
costliest samples.

We have described a new approach to continuous-flo
reaction kinetics that combines microsecond mix time
nanoliter sample consumption, and submicrosecond tim
resolution. This is achieved without resorting to turbulen
flow, and with the entire mixing process open to view
The hydrodynamic focusing necessary to accomplish th
has been experimentally characterized, and a sim
model both explains the data and suggests a means
improving performance even further. Reducing the wid
of the inlet channel enhances focusing, suggesting the
of nanofabrication techniques to push microfluidics int
even smaller length scales.
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